C) Witte Construction (through Summer 2019)
Lot 60 closed; will reopen in parking year 2019-20.

D) The Nicholas Rec Center construction (Fall 2019)
Two lanes closed from N. Brooks Street to N. Charter Street until completion of the Chemistry addition project in 2021.
Temporary bike lane and sidewalk area created above contraflow bike lane and sixth sidewalk. Westbound bus stop at N. Mills closed until 2021.

E) N. Mills Street closure
Southbound traffic open
Two-way traffic to resume Summer 2019.
Lot 63 closed until construction completed.

F) Babcock Hall addition
Until Spring/Summer 2021
Much of Lot 40 east closed by Babcock Hall.
A temporary driveway available to the east of Charter Street.

G) University Avenue lane shifts
Until 2021/Chemistry addition completed
Two lanes closed from N. Brooks Street to N. Charter Street until completion of the Chemistry addition project in 2021.
Temporary bike lane and sidewalk area created above contraflow bike lane and sixth sidewalk. Westbound bus stop at N. Mills closed until 2021.

H) Willow Creek pedestrian/bicycle bridge closed
Closed until further notice
Closed as a safety precaution; bridge needs structural repairs. Structural analysis to be conducted to determine next steps.

I) Engineering Hall Project
February-March 2019
Concrete pour will cause temporary closures of nearby lots and/or access to certain lots.

J) Utility project - W. Dayton Street
April - December 2019
Street closed from Charter Street to Park Street.

K) Lot 30 closure
Summer 2019
Lot closed for project during Summer 2019.

L) Linden Drive closure
Summer 2019 (~2 weeks)
Street closed to two-way traffic from Babcock Drive to Henry Mall for storm drain replacement.

M) Charter Street to Linden Drive closure
Summer 2019 (~2 weeks)
Northbound lane of N. Charter Street from University Avenue to Linden Drive closed.

Projects organized chronologically; project dates may change due to weather or other factors.

City of Madison project information can be found at cityofmadison.com
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